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Foreword 

With the date for the UK to leave the European Union (EU) fast-approaching (Brexit), businesses still have 

no certainty as to what regime will govern international transfers of personal data between the UK and 

European Economic Area (EEA) after 29 March this year, let alone in the years ahead. 

This paper aims to assist businesses in understanding how the regime governing international transfers of 

personal data between the UK and other countries may evolve following Brexit. It illustrates the need for 

businesses to consider the steps they should be taking to prepare and provides unique insight into the 

practical approaches that can be taken. Although specific dates and terminology may evolve with events, 

it covers all the core outcomes which are likely to be in play, regardless of how Brexit eventually proceeds. 

Laws regarding international transfers of personal data are highly complex, with many 'grey' areas. We 

were delighted to have the opportunity to draw on the knowledge and experience of the leading data 

protection experts who authored this paper. 

Personal data flows are critical to UK businesses and we hope this paper is useful to in-house counsel, and 

others involved in advising businesses during this time of uncertainty. 

Lexis®PSL Information Law Team 

About the Data Protection Intelligence Group 

The Data Protection Intelligence Group (the Group) is a forum comprised of leading Information Law 

experts and chaired by the Lexis®PSL Information Law team at LexisNexis®. The Group is focused on 

developing practical guidance for the market regarding best practice in data protection areas relevant to 

commercial transactions. 

This paper represents the first contribution of the Group on Brexit and the Group intends to publish 

supplementary guidance in due course. 

Executive summary 

Cross-border transfers of personal data between the UK and the EEA are critical for many commercial 

organisations. Following Brexit, data protection laws may significantly restrict such transfers. 

While it would be technically possible for the UK to exit the EU but remain in the EEA (a grouping of the 

EU and some other countries with an integrated data protection regime), at the date of this paper the UK 

will exit both the EU and EEA at 11pm UK time on 29 March 2019 (Exit Day). 

The UK government and EU hope to agree a binding Withdrawal Agreement in advance of that date which 

would allow personal data to continue to be transferred between the UK and EEA without specific transfer 

restrictions during a Transition Period. Thereafter, the UK government and EU aim to reach mutual 

adequacy decisions securing a similar longer-term outcome. However, whether a Withdrawal Agreement 

or longer term mutual adequacy will be agreed remains uncertain. 
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Impact of Brexit on Exit Day (in all circumstances) 

Regardless of whether there is a Transition Period or any adequacy decisions, EEA-UK transfers of personal 

data will be impacted by numerous changes after Exit Day, including: 

• the UK Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) seems likely to exit the EU’s ‘one stop shop’ 

regulatory mechanism 

• the ICO will be unable to approve transfer mechanisms for the purposes of EEA laws 

• businesses previously regulated by the ICO may also become regulated by other supervisory 

authorities in the EEA 

• changes that will force businesses to reconsider (and keep under review) whether processing 

continues to be in accordance with the requirements of both UK and EEA laws (eg it may be 

necessary to obtain new consents from data subjects)  

Impact of Brexit on Exit Day or at the end of any Transition Period (whichever is later) 

An agreed Transition Period may delay the emergence of a separate UK data protection regime, but the 

UK’s exit from the EEA will mean that businesses will ultimately need to comply with separate EEA and UK 

laws. 

If the UK exits the EEA without the benefit of the proposed Transition Period or the Transition Period ends 

without any mutual ‘adequacy decisions’ between the UK and EEA, all (direct or indirect) transfers of 

personal data between the UK and EEA will be non-compliant unless a permitted protection is in place; in 

most cases that is likely to require business to take pre-emptive action and to incur further cost. This is 

expected to significantly impact transfers from the EEA to UK (rather than vice-versa – because, to date, 

the UK has indicated that it will treat the EEA as having adequate safeguards in place) and is the primary 

focus of this paper. 

The emergence of two separate data protection regimes will have other consequences, including that 

each regime would: 

• have extra-territorial effect (eg a UK company monitoring data subjects in the EEA may be subject 

to both regimes) 

• allow the imposition of fines of up to the greater of €20,000,000 or, in the case of undertakings, 

4% of annual worldwide turnover (ie for a business exposed to both regimes, doubling the 

theoretical exposure compared with that which applies today) 

• require certain businesses based outside their territory (UK or EEA as appropriate) to appoint a 

representative in that territory (depending on the nature of their activities) 

Action to be taken 

In view of such risks, businesses need to consider the potential disruption to their operations and 

appropriate risk mitigation strategies. Many businesses will already have undertaken and implemented 

Brexit contingency planning, but the evidence suggests that most have not. Businesses need to consider 

what steps they should be taking now and further guidance on data protection and Brexit is available from 

the ICO. 

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-and-brexit/
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The dates in this paper reflect current timetables. Those dates may be subject to change based on fast 

moving events, eg if Exit Day is postponed. However, it is unlikely that the post-Brexit outcome(s) for 

personal data transfers involving the UK will fundamentally vary from those considered in this paper. 

See the Annex for details of related matters this paper does not cover. 

Further resources 

This paper assumes the reader is familiar with the General Data Protection Regulation, Regulation (EU) 

2016/679, (GDPR), the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA 2018) and the concepts set out below. Additional 

guidance on these concepts is available for subscribers of Lexis®PSL as follows: 

Concept Further guidance from Lexis®PSL 

Brexit Brexit toolkit 

GDPR GDPR toolkit 

DPA 2018 The Data Protection Act 2018 

Chapter V of the GDPR, including restrictions on 
international transfers, adequacy decisions, 
appropriate safeguards and permitted 
derogations 

International transfers of personal data under the 
GDPR 

Key definitions (including controller, processor, 
and personal data) 

Key definitions under the GDPR 

Extra-territorial reach of the GDPR Extra-territorial reach under the GDPR 

Disclaimer 

The contents of this paper are not intended to and do not constitute legal advice and no solicitor-client 

relationship is formed through use of the paper. We do not warrant or guarantee the accuracy, 

completeness or adequacy of the paper and your use of the paper or materials linked to or referenced in 

the paper are at your own risk. 

 

  

https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/publiclaw/document/414284/5KPJ-CH91-DYYF-V318-00000-00/Brexit%20toolkit
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/publiclaw/document/414284/5SNK-M5W1-DYYF-V07B-00000-00/GDPR%20toolkit
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/informationlaw/document/393990/5PHP-HD91-F18F-K39J-00000-00/The_Data_Protection_Act_2018
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/informationlaw/document/393990/5SSC-5YK1-F18F-K1HF-00000-00/International_transfers_of_personal_data_under_the_GDPR
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/informationlaw/document/393990/5SSC-5YK1-F18F-K1HF-00000-00/International_transfers_of_personal_data_under_the_GDPR
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/informationlaw/document/393990/5RY2-KDG1-F18F-K11X-00000-00/Key_definitions_under_the_GDPR
https://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/lexispsl/tmt/document/393990/5M4X-R6S1-F18F-K49F-00000-00/Extra---territorial---reach-under-the-GDPR/163863
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1. Introduction 

International transfers under the GDPR 

Data flows between the UK and EEA and from the UK to the rest of the world are critical for many 

businesses. Around three-quarters of the UK’s cross-border data flows are with the EU. The UK 

contributed to around 11.5 per cent of global cross-border data flows in 2015. 

Since 25 May 2018, the GDPR has been directly applicable in the UK and all other EU Member States. The 

GDPR regime has also been incorporated in the EEA Agreement and governs the processing of personal 

data across the EEA (the EU plus Iceland, Norway, and Liechtenstein). The GDPR regime permits EEA states 

to introduce certain national derogations. In the UK those have been implemented by the Data Protection 

Act 2018 (DPA 2018). 

Among other things, Chapter V of the GDPR imposes restrictions which prevent personal data from being 

transferred to ‘third countries’ outside the EEA. These Transfer Restrictions apply unless one of the 

following Transfer Mechanisms are in place: 

• the transfer is covered by a relevant adequacy decision issued by the European Commission 

(the Commission) (Article 45) 

• appropriate safeguards are in place (Articles 46-47) 

• certain limited derogations apply (Article 49) 

Transfer Restrictions also prohibit personal data from being transferred to organisations and their 

subordinate bodies governed by public international law, or any other body which is set up by, or on the 

basis of, an agreement between two or more countries unless a Transfer Mechanism is in place. However, 

that restriction is unlikely to be relevant to most businesses and is not considered further in this paper.  

Non-compliance with the Transfer Restrictions is potentially subject to the highest level of administrative 

fines possible under the GDPR (up to €20m, or in the case of an undertaking, up to 4% of the total annual 

worldwide annual turnover of the preceding financial year, whichever is higher). 

The cross-border transfer of personal data within the EEA (because it is a single market) is permitted 

without the need to comply with the Transfer Restrictions.  

Aside from Transfer Restrictions, other requirements under applicable data protection laws (such as those 

under the GDPR relating to compliance with the principles binding on controllers, security and processor 

agreements) also need to be complied with but are outside of the scope of this paper. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/639853/The_exchange_and_protection_of_personal_data.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/639853/The_exchange_and_protection_of_personal_data.pdf
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Brexit 

Assuming the UK leaves the EEA, there are at least two points at which Transfer Restrictions are likely to 
significantly restrict transfers of personal data between the UK and EEA. Those are explained in greater 
detail below and indicated by this symbol in Diagram 1: 

 

Diagram 1 

Impact of Brexit on cross-border transfers 

Upon Exit Day, unless otherwise legislated for and agreed with the EU: 

• the UK will become a ‘third country’ under the GDPR and any transfer of personal data to the 

UK from the EEA would need to comply with the Transfer Restrictions 

• the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (Withdrawal Act) will: 

o repeal the European Communities Act 1972 (ending the direct applicability of the GDPR 

in the UK under UK law; although this cannot prevent the GDPR’s extra-territorial reach 

where applicable under EEA laws) 

o incorporate the GDPR, as supplemented and amended by related Brexit legislation 

(including the draft Data Protection, Privacy and Electronic Communications 

(Amendments etc) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019), into domestic UK law (Retained UK DP 

Law) 

The above scenario is referred to in this paper as the ‘No Transition Outcome’. 

However, the commencement of relevant provisions of the Withdrawal Act may be deferred to account 
for any transitional arrangements agreed with the EU. 

The draft Withdrawal Agreement 

In November 2018 the Commission and the UK’s negotiators produced a draft Withdrawal Agreement, 
covering a range of separation issues associated with Brexit, including international transfers of personal 
data, and a non-binding Political Declaration regarding the EU’s and UK’s future relationship. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/759019/25_November_Agreement_on_the_withdrawal_of_the_United_Kingdom_of_Great_Britain_and_Northern_Ireland_from_the_European_Union_and_the_European_Atomic_Energy_Community.pdf
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The draft Withdrawal Agreement envisages the Transition Period (as relevant to data protection) lasting 
from Exit Day until 31 December 2020. 

The meaning of the draft Withdrawal Agreement is not entirely clear in all places (eg see Focus Point 1). 
The Group’s collective view is that the draft Withdrawal Agreement provides that: 

During any Transition Period: 

• the UK will cease to be part of a ‘one stop shop’ regulatory mechanism and would no longer be 
represented on the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) except by invitation – this appears 
to be the intent of the draft Withdrawal Agreement, but it is not entirely clear and it is hoped 
further guidance will be provided on how this will operate in practice 

• the ICO will be unable to approve transfer mechanisms for the purposes of EEA laws 

• personal data can be transferred from the EEA to the UK (and vice versa) without compliance 
with the Transfer Restrictions, ie continuing the current situation (see Focus Point 1) 

• in all other respects, the EU’s GDPR regime will generally continue to apply within the UK and be 
applied by both the UK and EU as if the UK were still a member of the EU 

Following the end of any Transition Period (when Retained UK DP Laws will generally apply), the draft 
Withdrawal Agreement provides that the GDPR along with other EU laws governing the protection of 
personal data (as opposed to Retained UK DP Law) will continue to govern certain Legacy Non-UK Data 
(see Focus Point 2). To the extent Retained UK DP Law diverges from the EU’s GDPR regime, controllers 
and processors will need to distinguish between Legacy Non-UK Data and other personal data so that each 
can be processed in accordance with the applicable laws. 

The draft Withdrawal Agreement is subject to on-going negotiation and whether it will be agreed remains 
uncertain. An initial vote in the House of Commons on 15 January 2019 rejected the draft Agreement and 
on 29 January 2019 the House of Commons voted for the PM to seek to reopen negotiations with the EU 
over certain arrangements that are unrelated to data protection. An outcome based on that draft 
Agreement being agreed by the EU and UK is referred to in this paper as the ‘Withdrawal Agreement 
Outcome’. The Transition Period may be extended once, up to a yet-to-be agreed date (but for no more 
than a further two years). 

The UK government is expected to introduce a Bill to amend the impact of the Withdrawal Act as 
necessary to give effect to any Withdrawal Agreement. 

Position following any Transition Period 

Following the end of any Transition Period:  

• the UK and EU may grant one another mutual adequacy (Long-Term Adequacy Outcome); the 

Political Declaration indicates that if there is a Withdrawal Agreement Outcome the UK and EU 

will aim to adopt adequacy decisions for the other by the end of 2020 

• in the event the UK and EU do not agree a Long-Term Adequacy Outcome, the position following 

the Transition Period is likely to be analogous to a No Transition Outcome. Such an outcome is 

referred to the ‘No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome’ scenario in this paper 
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The risks of a No Transition Outcome or No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome are difficult for businesses 

to evaluate and depend greatly on unpredictable developments in the political arena. 

Delay to Exit Day or UK remaining in EU or EEA 

While the UK remains in the EU (or if it exits the EU but remains in the EEA) the regime governing Transfer 

Restrictions will remain unchanged. As such that outcome is not considered further in this paper. 

Focus Point 1: Intent of Article 7 of the draft Withdrawal Agreement 

The Group notes that unfortunately Article 7 of the draft Withdrawal Agreement only states that 
references to ‘Member States’ in EU law should be read as to include the UK during the Transition 
Period. 

As such there may be a technical gap in addressing whether the UK is a ‘third country’ under the 
Transfer Restrictions (since that term is used for the prohibition in the relevant Article 44 of the GDPR 
but not addressed in the draft Withdrawal Agreement). Nevertheless, this appears to be a merely 
technical oversight and the Group believes that businesses can assume the Withdrawal Agreement 
(which includes good faith obligations on both sides) would be interpreted as necessary to achieve the 
continued free movement of personal data between the EEA and UK during any Transition Period.  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/759019/25_November_Agreement_on_the_withdrawal_of_the_United_Kingdom_of_Great_Britain_and_Northern_Ireland_from_the_European_Union_and_the_European_Atomic_Energy_Community.pdf
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Focus Point 2: Scope of Legacy Non-UK Data 

In summary, the draft Withdrawal Agreement states that the GDPR along with certain other EU laws 
governing the protection of personal data, such as Directive 2002/58/EC (ePrivacy Directive) (as 
opposed to Retained UK DP Law) will continue to govern the processing of personal data which was 
processed in the UK prior to the end of the Transition Period that relates to data subjects from outside 
the UK except to the extent the processing of such personal data is subject to an EU adequacy decision 
(Legacy Non-UK Data). In the event an adequacy decision is granted by the EU but not renewed, 
another special regime as explained in Article 71(3) of the draft Withdrawal Agreement would apply to 
Legacy Non-UK Data: 

Article 71(1) of the draft Withdrawal Agreement states: 

‘1. Union law on the protection of personal data shall apply in the United Kingdom in respect of the 
processing of personal data of data subjects outside the United Kingdom, provided that the personal 
data: 

(a) were processed under Union law in the United Kingdom before the end of the transition period; 
or  

(b) are processed in the United Kingdom after the end of the transition period on the basis of this 
Agreement’ 

There is uncertainty as to how the provisions relating to Legacy Non-UK Data may apply in practice. For 
example: 

• ‘…of data subjects outside the United Kingdom’ would appear to encompass personal data of 
anyone who is not in the UK (ie personal data of those in China etc processed in the UK before 
the end of the Transition Period would be Legacy Non-UK Data along with personal data of 
those in the EEA) 

• since the draft Withdrawal Agreement defines Legacy Non-UK Data as that processed ‘in’ the 
UK there is uncertainty about the status of personal data which UK businesses may have sent 
abroad (eg to a processor/ sub-processor in the USA) during the Transition Period. The Group 
considers that the broadest protection of data subjects’ rights would be afforded and so would 
likely extend application to all such data that is under the effective control of a UK business 
(whether direct or through a third party) 

  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/759019/25_November_Agreement_on_the_withdrawal_of_the_United_Kingdom_of_Great_Britain_and_Northern_Ireland_from_the_European_Union_and_the_European_Atomic_Energy_Community.pdf
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2. Implications of a No Transition Outcome or No Long-Term 

Arrangement Outcome for international personal data transfers  

A No Transition Outcome or a No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome at the end of the Transition Period 

(whichever is sooner) will result in two parallel GDPR-based regimes (the EU’s GDPR regime and Retained 

UK DP Laws), both of which will (in the absence of adequacy decisions) prohibit transfers to one another. 

Prohibited transfers could be subject to enforcement action by regulators, including the highest possible 

level of administrative penalties, as well as potential claims for compensation by data subjects. 

It is rare for data to be transferred outside of one area (eg the UK) and not at some point to be transferred 

back, or onwards to other destinations. Businesses transferring data from the UK to the EEA (or vice versa) 

will therefore also need to consider the impact of the receiving jurisdiction’s Transfer Restrictions on the 

subsequent ‘return’ transfer of personal data, as well as those applying to the original transfer. 

Businesses especially need to consider the impact of Brexit on: 

• personal data transfers from the EEA to the UK 

• personal data transfers from the UK to the EEA 

• personal data transfers from the UK to countries outside the EEA (including as an onward transfer 

of EEA personal data) 

• personal data transfers from the EEA to countries outside the EEA where the personal data is also 

subject to UK Transfer Restrictions because it was transferred from the UK or is subject to the 

extra-territorial effects of Retained UK DP Law under the equivalent provisions to Article 3 of the 

GDPR (the UK government has confirmed that Retained UK DP Law will have extra-territorial 

effect outside the UK based on equivalent provisions) 

Publications by EU and UK authorities suggest that in a No Transition Outcome: 

• the UK will legislate for transfers of personal data from the UK to the EEA to be deemed to comply 
with Retained UK DP Laws, at least in the short term  

• EEA authorities will immediately take a strict approach to enforcing EEA Transfer Restrictions (in 
the same manner as they would with transfers to any other third country outside the EEA) 

As such, the primary concern for most businesses should be EEA Transfer Restrictions, but UK Transfer 
Restrictions must also be considered. 

Part A: Personal data transfers from the EEA to UK 

The transfer of personal data from the EEA to any country outside the EEA is subject to the Transfer 

Restrictions in the GDPR (EEA Restricted Transfer). 

Summary of possible mechanisms for EEA Restricted Transfers to the UK 

After Exit Day, unless permitted under a Withdrawal Agreement, the transfer of personal data from the 

EEA to the UK would be an EEA Restricted Transfer.  

Businesses need to consider the Transfer Mechanisms available in the circumstances. The most commonly 

relied upon, or discussed in the context of EEA Restricted Transfers, are as follows: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/data-protection-law-eu-exit/amendments-to-uk-data-protection-law-in-the-event-the-uk-leaves-the-eu-without-a-deal-on-29-march-2019
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Transfer 
Mechanism 

Summary of Transfer Mechanism Summary of key limitations and risks 

Bespoke 
‘deep and 
special 
partnership’ 
on data 
protection 

The UK government has stated it would like 
to develop a ‘deep and special partnership’ 
with the EEA in respect of data protection, 
which ‘builds on the adequacy model’ by 
permitting the transfer of personal data 
between the EEA and UK and also provides 
for regulatory cooperation. 

The EU are not minded to pursue this idea: 
Michel Barnier, the EU’s chief negotiator 
stated: 

‘The United Kingdom decided to leave 
our harmonised system of decision-
making and enforcement….the only 
possibility for the EU to protect personal 
data is through an adequacy decision’ 

Individual EEA states do not have 
competence to reach bilateral deals with 
the UK on personal data transfers. 

Adequacy 
decision 

EEA Restricted Transfers may be made 
where the Commission has decided that a 
third country, including a territory or one or 
more specific sectors in the third country, 
provides an adequate level of protection. 

UK government papers take the position 
that an adequacy decision should be given 
to the UK because the UK is currently closely 
aligned to the EEA regime. 

Potentially lengthy time frame: the EU has 
made clear that the process to grant an 
adequacy decision cannot begin until after 
Exit Day. The Commission has also 
confirmed that it will not consider adequacy 
as part of its contingency planning if the UK 
Parliament fails to approve the draft 
Withdrawal Agreement. The process of 
granting an adequacy decision has usually 
taken a couple of years, meaning there is 
unlikely to be certainty as to whether the 
UK will obtain an adequacy decision for 
many months or years following Exit Day. 
The Political Declaration suggests the EU 
would seek to complete an adequacy 
assessment before the end of 2020 
(assuming a Transition Period occurs).  

Uncertain outcome: it is not certain that the 
EU will grant an adequacy decision 
(questions have been raised about the 
compatibility of the UK’s surveillance 
regime and of Retained UK DP Laws). The 
Group understands several EU businesses 
are lobbying for the UK not to be given an 
adequacy decision, in the belief that it will 
make UK businesses less competitive. An 
illustration of how a ‘technical’ decision 
(such as the granting of an adequacy 
decision) can become politicised came in 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/639853/The_exchange_and_protection_of_personal_data.pdf
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-18-3962_en.htm
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December 2018 when it was reported that 
EU authorities had indicated that the Swiss 
stock exchange might lose its ‘equivalence’ 
status under EU law if the Swiss 
Confederation did not agree to new 
arrangements with the EU. 

Impermanence: any adequacy decision 
would be subject to regular reviews (at least 
every four years). The risk of any adequacy 
decision being withdrawn is not theoretical; 
the draft Withdrawal Agreement makes 
specific provision for a situation in which an 
adequacy decision is granted and then 
withdrawn. In principle adequacy decisions 
may also be subject to legal challenge. 

Adequacy cannot be agreed bilaterally 
with individual EEA states: individual EEA 
states are not permitted to grant adequacy 
unilaterally. 

Adequacy does not cover onward 
transfers: generally, adequacy decisions 
permit personal data to be transferred to a 
specific third country outside the EEA but do 
not permit data to be transferred out of that 
country without another appropriate 
Transfer Mechanism being in place. 

Binding 
Corporate 
Rules 
(BCRs) 

The GDPR permits EEA Restricted Transfers 
by means of either controller or processor 
BCRs. 

Complexity and cost: the complexity and 
cost of putting in place BCRs means they are 
unlikely to be attractive to smaller 
organisations; on average they cost around 
£250,000 to set up and take roughly two 
years to implement in full. 

May not be completed in time: given the 
time taken to implement BCRs, 
organisations will not have time to start 
putting in place BCRs to deal with any No 
Transition Outcome and may find it 
challenging to have BCRs in place ahead of 
any No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome. 

Status of BCRs approved by ICO uncertain 
post-Brexit: so far as the Group is aware, 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/639853/The_exchange_and_protection_of_personal_data.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/639853/The_exchange_and_protection_of_personal_data.pdf
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BCRs approved before Exit Day (whether or 
not involving the ICO) will remain valid in 
the EEA. Following Exit Day, the Group 
assumes the ICO would not be able to be 
involved in approvals or reviews of any BCRs 
(other than ones aimed solely at compliance 
with any Retained UK DP Law once it takes 
effect). Existing BCRs will need to be 
updated to reflect that, under the GDPR, 
the UK will become a third country on Exit 
Day. The Group awaits further guidance on 
this and on the role of the ICO during any 
Transition Period. 

Limited scope: BCRs are not available as a 
solution for transfers of personal data 
outside of an organisation's corporate 
group. 

Approved 
codes of 
conduct or 
certification 
schemes 

The GDPR introduced the option of using an 
approved code of conduct or certification 
scheme as a Transfer Mechanism, where 
the receiver has signed up to such a code or 
has certification under such a scheme, 
together with binding and enforceable 
commitments to provide appropriate 
safeguards to protect the rights of data 
subjects. 

Not currently available: there are as yet no 
GDPR-compliant, approved codes of 
conduct or certification schemes for use in 
connection with EEA Restricted Transfers.  

Complexity and cost: the UK government 
takes the view that these are not an 
adequate substitute to an adequacy 
decision for UK businesses since they must 
be accompanied by binding and enforceable 
commitments, which will entail legal costs, 
and must be approved by the EDPB. 

Standard 
contractual 
clauses 
(SCCs) (also 
called 
‘model 
clauses’) 

SCCs may be used to legitimise EEA 
Restricted Transfers. SCCs may be either: 

• adopted by the Commission, or  

• adopted by a national supervisory 
authority and approved by the 
Commission 

The notion of using SCCs pre-approved by 
the Commission preserves one of the most 
commonly used mechanisms for EEA 
Restricted Transfers under the preceding 
data protection regime. 

The Current SCCs which are available for 
use consist of:  

• 2001 Controller to Controller SCCs 
(Commission Decision 
2001/497/EC) 

• 2004 Controller to Controller SCCs 
(Commission Decision 
2004/915/EC) 

• 2010 Controller to Processor SCCs 
(Commission Decision 2010/87/EU) 

The ICO has produced the following 
templates with additional guidance: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/639853/The_exchange_and_protection_of_personal_data.pdf
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• 2004 Controller to Controller SCCs 
• 2010 Controller to Processor SCCs 

These ICO templates include precedent 
provisions for inclusion in SCCs between 
EEA exporters and UK importers of personal 
data to specify they only take effect once 
the UK leaves the EU. 

A number of potential issues need to be 
considered: SCCs are likely to be a key 
Transfer Mechanism relied upon by 
businesses, but they suffer from significant 
limitations and are not available in all 
circumstances. For detailed guidance on 
some of the main issues relating to use of 
the Current SCCs or other SCCs in 
connection with Brexit, see Focus Point 3. 

Supervisory 
authority 
approved 
clauses  

The GDPR enables organisations to present 
data protection clauses to their national 
supervisory authority for approval. 

Complexity and cost: the complexity and 
cost of agreeing such clauses with 
supervisory authorities means they are 
unlikely to assist most organisations. 

May not be completed in time: given the 
time taken to implement such clauses, 
organisations will not have time to start 
putting them in place to deal with any No 
Transition Outcome and may find it 
challenging to have any in place ahead of 
any No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome. 

Status of clauses approved by ICO 
uncertain post-Brexit: following Exit Day 
the Group assumes the ICO will not be able 
to be involved in approvals or reviews of any 
such clauses (other than ones aimed solely 
at compliance with any Retained UK DP Law 
once it takes effect). However, the Group 
awaits further guidance on such matters 
and on the role the ICO during any 
Transition Period. 

No such clauses yet issued: the Group is not 
aware of any such clauses issued under the 
GDPR to date, and the ICO has indicated 
that it is not authorising any such bespoke 

https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/forms/2553982/ico-guidance-controller-to-controller.docx
https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/forms/2553983/ico-guidance-controller-to-processor.docx
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clauses until the EDPB has produced 
guidance. Therefore, the Group does not 
regard these as a generally practicable 
solution. 

Derogations Article 49 of the GDPR provides for a set of 
additional derogations. 

Limited scope: the scope of the derogations 
is limited and are not generally suitable for 
routine data transfers. The EDPB has 
commented that the derogations ‘must be 
interpreted restrictively so that the 
exception does not become the rule’. The 
derogations may however be useful in some 
circumstances, for example where it is 
viable to obtain consent to the transfer 
under Article 49(1)(a) of the GDPR. 

Privacy 
Shield 

The Commission adopted an adequacy 
decision which concludes that US 
organisations registered under the EU-US 
Privacy Shield provide an adequate level of 
data protection for personal data 
transferred from the EEA to such US 
organisations. 

Limited scope: the Privacy Shield only 
applies to transfers from the EEA to US 
organisations which are certified under the 
scheme (there is also an equivalent 
arrangement relating to transfers from 
Switzerland to the US). 
 
The future of the Privacy Shield is 
uncertain:  

• challenges from law makers: the 
Privacy Shield is subject to annual 
review and has previously been 
criticised by the European 
Parliament (among others) 

• challenges in the courts: the Privacy 
Shield is also subject to ongoing 
legal challenges 

‘GDPR 
bubble’ 

ICO guidance suggests that there can only 
be a Restricted Transfer where ‘you are 
sending personal data, or making it 
accessible, to a receiver to which the GDPR 
does not apply. Usually because they are 
located in a country outside the EEA’. This 
implies that where two entities are both 
subject to the GDPR this creates a sort of 
‘GDPR bubble’, meaning that personal data 
transferred between them cannot be an 
EEA Restricted Transfer.  

Lack of definitive EU guidance: until EDPB 
guidance is published it remains uncertain 
whether the concept of a ‘GDPR bubble’ is 
shared by other EU authorities. Reliance on 
such a mechanism is not discussed in the 
ICO’s Brexit guidance. As such the Group 
believes that while the concept is 
interesting it should not be relied on as a 
Transfer Mechanism at present. 
 
Practical challenges of identifying data 
within the bubble and of treating other 
data differently: for many businesses it will 

https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/edpb/files/files/file1/edpb_guidelines_2_2018_derogations_en.pdf
https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/edpb/files/files/file1/edpb_guidelines_2_2018_derogations_en.pdf
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/international-transfers/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-and-brexit/data-protection-if-there-s-no-brexit-deal/the-gdpr/international-data-transfers/
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This may apply, for example, where the UK 
entity is caught by the extra-territorial 
scope provisions in Article 3 of the GDPR. 
The rationale for this is presumably that if 
the GDPR already applies directly to the 
non-EEA data importer anyway, additional 
mechanisms should not be required to 
ensure an adequate level of data 
protection. 

be challenging to distinguish between 
personal data that may be within the 
‘bubble’ and other personal data and 
businesses are likely to want a single 
solution which can be applied consistently 
to all personal data. 
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Focus Point 3: Issues with the use of SCCs for EEA Restricted Transfers 

SCCs (presently limited to the Current SCCs) are a core tool in the case of EEA Restricted Transfers. SCCs 
can offer businesses an effective and relatively low-cost way to lawfully transfer data globally to 
countries which do not have an adequacy decision. However, SCCs, and the Current SCCs in particular, 
have several significant drawbacks: 

SCCs involve additional complexity and cost 

Businesses may need to pay for legal advice in connection with such arrangements, as where multiple 
controllers, processors and/or sub-processors are involved it can be complicated to establish which 
parties need to enter into the SCCs and to then negotiate and put those in place between all necessary 
parties. The costs and complexity of using SCCs are key reasons it was felt necessary to introduce the 
EU-US Privacy Shield to minimise the impact of the EU’s data protection regime on trans-Atlantic data 
flows. 

The Current SCCs do not meet the minimum GDPR requirements 

This means that additional legal advice, complexity and costs are required to add additional provisions 
and to integrate them into broader data processing arrangements. Updated versions are proposed* 
but in the interim at least this is an issue because the Current SCCs do not fully address: 

• contractual agreements to be put in place in controller to processor (or processor to sub-
processor) arrangements pursuant to Article 28 of the GDPR 

• arrangements to be put in place between joint controllers as required by Article 26 of the GDPR 

*It is likely the Commission will shortly put in place revised SCCs (that is envisaged in Article 46(5) of the 
GDPR). The Current SCCs do not even refer to the GDPR (they continue to refer to preceding data 
protection laws), although ICO guidance (see the ICO’s guidance to the 2004 Controller to Controller 
SCCs and 2010 Controller to Processor SCCs) confirms that references must not be changed from 
preceding data protection laws to the GDPR. It seems likely that even once the Commission has adopted 
new GDPR SCCs, there will be a grace period where the Current SCCs will remain valid for existing 
contracts in which they had been incorporated. 

SCCs are not a neat fit between branches (ie where there are not two separate contracting entities) 

For example, a company (which is a single legal entity) with a branch in London and Paris, using the 
SCCs to comply with an EEA Restricted Transfer between those branches, would not fit the traditional 
SCC model since it cannot contract with itself. However, it seems logical that there should be some 
transfer mechanism in place for the data subjects’ benefit and it may be that this could be done through 
an ‘authorisation’ or mandate incorporating the SCC terms (although this is not something that the ICO 
has issued formal guidance on). 

https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/forms/2553982/ico-guidance-controller-to-controller.docx
https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/forms/2553982/ico-guidance-controller-to-controller.docx
https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/forms/2553983/ico-guidance-controller-to-processor.docx
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The Current SCCs are inflexible 

• as further explained in the ICO’s guidance on SCCs, they may only be amended to a limited 
degree 

• it follows that care must be taken when integrating the Current SCCs to ensure that they are 
not inadvertently varied by other provisions of the agreement (they should, for example, be 
stated to prevail in the event of any conflict) 

• many of the provisions are onerous 

The Current SCCs cannot be used in all circumstances 

The Current SCCs do not accommodate: 

• EEA Restricted Transfers from a processor (whether to a controller, processor or sub-processor) 
(the SCCs only deal with controller to processor and controller to controller transfers). See 
Focus Point 5 

• the need to reconcile the requirements of two distinct GDPR based regimes, which may also 
add to the complexity 

The Controller to Controller SCCs do not clearly address how onward transfers of personal data by the 
recipient should be approached. 

The Current SCCs are subject to legal challenge 

The legality of the Current SCCs is being challenged following a complaint by data protection activist 
Max Schrems to the Irish Data Protection Authority. The Irish High Court has referred the case (which 
the Group generally believes has theoretical merit and a reasonable chance of succeeding) to the Court 
of Justice for a preliminary ruling. The main issue raised in court was whether the SCCs are in breach of 
users’ data privacy rights. On 31 July 2018, the Supreme Court of Ireland gave permission to appeal 
against the referral to the Court of Justice, although that referral is continuing in the meantime. 

For now, the Current SCCs remain a viable data transfer model, but if the challenges against them 
succeed, this will be problematic for the huge number of businesses that rely on the Current SCCs and 
for whom there may be no viable alternative. However, based on what happened when the Safe Harbor 
scheme was found to be invalid, in the event SCCs are found to be invalid supervisory authorities are 
likely to allow an informal 'cure period' during which new SCCs or alternative Transfer Mechanisms 
could be implemented. 

  

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/international-transfers/
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Part B: Personal data transfers from the UK to EEA 

On the earlier of a No Transition Outcome or the end of any Transition Period, the UK will impose separate 

Transfer Restrictions, so that the transfer of personal data from the UK to any country outside the UK 

would be subject to requirements similar to the Transfer Restrictions in the GDPR (UK Restricted 

Transfer).  

Adequacy decision(s) by the UK 

Countries in the EEA 

The UK government has announced that in a No Transition Outcome the UK will transitionally recognise 

all EEA states, EU and EEA institutions, and Gibraltar as providing an adequate level of protection for 

personal data. This means that personal data can continue to flow freely from the UK to these destinations 

following the UK’s exit from the EU. The UK government will however ‘keep all of these decisions under 

review’. 

It is possible that the UK government will take a similar approach in a No Long-Term Arrangement 

Outcome.  

Statements that those adequacy decisions will only apply ‘transitionally’ and will be kept ‘under review’, 

hint that a UK grant of adequacy to the EU may be regarded as a bargaining chip and withheld or 

withdrawn if the EU does not reciprocate. Nevertheless, the Group believes the UK is likely to take a 

pragmatic/business-friendly approach to minimise damage to UK business. 

Countries outside the EEA 

The Commission has so far recognised Andorra, Argentina, Canada (commercial organisations), Faroe 

Islands, Guernsey, Israel, Isle of Man, Japan (the most recent decision; see also Focus Point 4), Jersey, New 

Zealand, Switzerland, Uruguay and the EU-US Privacy Shield framework in respect of certain transfers as 

providing adequate protection. The Commission hopes to adopt an adequacy decision for South Korea in 

the future.  

The UK government has confirmed that in the event of a No Transition Outcome where the EU has made 

adequacy decisions in respect of a country or territory outside of the EEA prior to Exit day, the UK 

government intends to preserve the effect of these decisions ‘on a transitional basis’. The position that 

would be adopted regarding future adequacy decisions adopted by the Commission has not been clarified. 

Transfers to the US under the Privacy Shield, however, are a special category of adequacy decision based 
on a specific arrangement put in place between the US and EU authorities. There is limited guidance on 
how the Privacy Shield would operate in each possible Brexit scenario and questions remain. FAQs posted 
on the US Privacy Shield website and guidance from the ICO, suggest that the Privacy Shield will continue 
to apply to UK-US transfers at least during any Transition Period or in a No Transition Outcome (provided 
certain administrative steps have been taken). The more nuanced guidance provided on those websites 
conflicts with the approach taken in draft UK regulations, the Data Protection, Privacy and Electronic 
Communications (Amendments etc) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (which simply states the EU-US Privacy 
Shield is adequate – see also Focus Point 4). Businesses utilising the Privacy Shield should look out for 
future guidance on this Transfer Mechanism.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/data-protection-law-eu-exit/amendments-to-uk-data-protection-law-in-the-event-the-uk-leaves-the-eu-without-a-deal-on-29-march-2019
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32010D0625
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32003D0490
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32002D0002
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32010D0146
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32010D0146
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32003D0821
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32011D0061
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32004D0411
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32008D0393
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32013D0065
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32013D0065
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32000D0518
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32012D0484
https://ec.europa.eu/info/digital-economy-and-society/data-protection/data-transfers-outside-eu/eu-us-privacy-shield_en
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/data-protection-law-eu-exit/amendments-to-uk-data-protection-law-in-the-event-the-uk-leaves-the-eu-without-a-deal-on-29-march-2019
https://www.privacyshield.gov/article?id=Privacy-Shield-and-the-UK-FAQs
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-and-brexit/data-protection-if-there-s-no-brexit-deal/the-gdpr/international-data-transfers/
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Post-Brexit, the extent to which the UK is able or minded to diverge from the approach taken by the EU is 

uncertain. For example, if the Commission ultimately grants the UK adequacy (or similar), this may be 

subject to conditions such as that the UK must maintain its own adequacy list to match the EU’s (to 

prevent ‘leakage’ of data out of the EEA and prevent the UK from becoming a more attractive jurisdiction 

in which to store data). 

BCRs and derogations 

The UK government has confirmed that in the event of a No Transition Outcome existing authorisations 

of BCRs made by the ICO will continue to be recognised in Retained UK DP Law (see also Focus Point 4). 

After Exit Day the ICO will continue to be able to authorise new BCRs under Retained UK DP Law. 

It seems likely a similar approach would be taken in a No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome. 

Current SCCs or other SCCs 

The UK government has confirmed that the Current SCCs will continue to be an effective basis for 

international data transfers from the UK in a No Transition Outcome under Retained UK DP Law. Under 

the draft regulations, the ICO will have the power to issue new SCCs after Exit Day. See also Focus Point 4. 

Use of the Current SCCs in relation to UK Transfer Restrictions would be subject to all the defects identified 

in Part A (above), but they are likely to be one of the most commonly used tools for UK Restricted Transfers 

post-Brexit where the recipient jurisdiction does not benefit from a UK adequacy decision. On balance, 

the Group does not believe prime facie drafting issues resulting from the UK’s exit from the EU (eg 

references to ‘Member State’ in the Current SCCs, which would need to be read as referring to the UK) 

will be problematic and the ICO appears not to regard such matters as an issue (see for example the ICO’s 

guidance notes to the 2010 Controller to Processor SCCs). 

As noted above, the Current SCCs have not been updated for the GDPR and revised SCCs are likely to be 

issued by the EU (and possibly the UK) in the near future. The extent to which the UK and EU may co-

operate to permit transfers pursuant to any future SCCs developed by the other is uncertain. 

Focus Point 4: The Data Protection, Privacy and Electronic Communications (Amendments etc) (EU 
Exit) Regulations 2019 

The UK government has published the draft Data Protection, Privacy and Electronic Communications 
(Amendments etc) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 under powers in the Withdrawal Act. These show the UK 
government’s proposals for Retained UK DP Law (especially in the event of a No Transition Outcome). 

Unfortunately, little accompanying guidance has been provided to explain how the draft legislation is 
intended to operate in practice. The regulations are still in draft form and are largely technical but 
include the following high-level points: 

Impact on UK Transfer Restrictions 

The draft regulations, in particular, would: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/data-protection-law-eu-exit/amendments-to-uk-data-protection-law-in-the-event-the-uk-leaves-the-eu-without-a-deal-on-29-march-2019
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/data-protection-law-eu-exit/amendments-to-uk-data-protection-law-in-the-event-the-uk-leaves-the-eu-without-a-deal-on-29-march-2019
https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/forms/2553983/ico-guidance-controller-to-processor.docx
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• restrict transfers of personal data outside of the UK subject to compliance with UK Transfer 
Restrictions that are broadly similar to the GDPR regime 

• require EEA controllers and processors to appoint a representative in the UK where their 
activities are caught by the extra-territorial reach of Article 3(2) of the UK GDPR; this would 
seem to mean that multiple national subsidiaries of the same group (eg subsidiaries based in 
Paris, Rome and Berlin) may each need to appoint a representative in the UK (although the 
same representative could be used)  

• create a new ‘adequacy regulation’* regime to replace all adequacy decisions under the GDPR,  

• make adequacy regulations for (among others): 
o the EEA, EU institutions and Gibraltar 
o those countries with an EU adequacy decision (although the recent adequacy decision 

regarding Japan is not reflected in the latest draft), and 
o the EU-US Privacy Shield (however, see comments in the section on ‘Adequacy 

decision(s) by the UK’ (above)) 

• generally preserve the validity of BCRs authorised by the ICO under the EU GDPR regime 
(however preservation of the validity of BCRs authorised by other supervisory authorities in the 
EEA is not addressed) 

* for simplicity this paper refers to ‘adequacy decisions’ throughout. 

Impact on Current SCCs 

Adequate safeguards under Retained UK DP Law would also be provided by either: 

Option 1: The Current SCCs 

Option 2: Versions of the Current SCCs incorporating changes made ‘in consequence’ of the withdrawal 
of the UK from the EU and/or of a provision made under certain parts of the Withdrawal Act which do 
not ‘alter the effect’ of the clauses, including changing references to: 

• adequacy decisions made by the European Commission, into references to equivalent provision 
made by UK adequacy regulations 

• transferring personal data outside the EU or the EEA, into references to transferring personal 
data outside the UK 

Option 2 illustrates how the EEA and UK regimes may begin to diverge at an early stage. Technically a 
version of the Current SCCs amended as per Option 2 would not be an SCC for the purposes of EEA laws. 

Further to the analysis in Focus Point 5, this may become relevant, for example, where an ‘intermediary’ 
EEA processor seeks to rely on the validity of Option 2 SCCs put in place between a UK controller and a 
third country sub-processor. 

Assuming the final regulations maintain Option 1, some businesses may find it easier to continue to 
use the Current SCCs (unamended) for consistency with SCCs that are valid under EEA laws.  
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3. Related compliance issues 

While detailed consideration of the general data protection compliance impacts of Brexit are outside the 
scope of this paper, certain matters directly relating to international transfers include the following:  

Issue Comment 

Validity of consents It is unclear whether businesses which (a) currently rely on consent as the lawful 
ground for processing in connection with personal data transferred between the 
EEA and UK; and/or (b) plan to rely on existing consents as the basis of a 
derogation to continue such transfers post-Brexit, would be able to rely on such 
consents under either the GDPR or equivalent UK law after Exit Day.  

The previous consent may no longer be sufficiently ‘specific’ or ‘informed’ given 
the transfer of personal data to a country outside of the EU data protection 
regime (or in the case of transfers from the UK, subject to the same data 
protection regime) may not have been in the contemplation of the data subject 
(or the consequences outlined to them) when the original consent was given.  

For example, the derogation in Article 49(1)(a) of the GDPR, which provides for 
cross-border transfers based on consent, requires that: ‘the data subject has 
explicitly consented to the proposed transfer, after having been informed of the 
possible risks of such transfers for the data subject due to the absence of an 
adequacy decision and appropriate safeguards’. 

The risks are likely to vary depending on the circumstances and the wording of 
any consents. Generally, it is unlikely any prior consents would have been given 
based on information of the possible risks post-Brexit and businesses will need 
to consider obtaining new consents where appropriate.  

The Group believes the risk of challenge by a regulator or data subject is likely to 
be greatest following a No Transition Outcome or No Long-Term Arrangement 
Outcome, but that in principle (even under a Transition Period) such consents 
may need to be revisited for all scenarios after Exit Day. 

Given the need to 
show the UK is 
closely aligned to 
the EU to support 
an adequacy 
decision, 
decreased scope 
for the ICO to take 
a flexible or 
pragmatic 
approach 

The average fine handed out by the ICO for data breaches doubled in the year 
ending in September 2018.  

The Group believes that since the Brexit referendum the ICO has generally taken 
an increasingly ‘tough’ approach to enforcement, which may stem from a desire 
to show the UK is not a soft touch on data protection in order to support the UK’s 
quest for an adequacy decision (as well as other factors such as increased powers 
and increasing public pressure to protect personal data). 

Although post-Brexit the ICO may in theory be able to take a more pragmatic or 
flexible approach than regulators elsewhere in the EEA (which are subject to the 
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oversight of the EDPB), the Group believes that on balance (at least during any 
period in which the UK is seeking an adequacy decision or to maintain it) the ICO 
will have less scope to take a pragmatic and business-friendly approach than it 
has previously. 

Supervision by 
both EEA and UK 
supervisory 
authorities  

Under the GDPR, if a controller or processor has establishments in a number of 
different EEA states, it may have the benefit of a ‘one stop shop’ regulatory 
system led by the lead supervisory authority for its 'main establishment'. 

Controllers and processors which have ‘establishments’ in both the UK and EEA 
may cease to benefit from that ‘one stop shop’ mechanism on Exit Day and need 
to:  

• adapt to supervision by both the UK ICO and a lead supervisory authority 
in the EEA  

• where the ICO was previously the lead supervisory authority it may be 
possible to identify a supervisory authority in the EEA (in accordance with 
Article 56 of the GDPR) and build links with that authority 

• where the ICO was not previously the lead supervisory authority, adapt 
to regulation by the ICO 

Organisations with establishments only in the UK may also fall under the 
jurisdiction of EEA supervisory authorities if the GDPR’s extra-territorial reach 
applies. In this case, the UK organisation will not be able to benefit from the one-
stop shop mechanism and may be subject to the supervision of (and enforcement 
by) multiple supervisory authorities in different EEA states.  

Multiple fines From the earlier of a No Transition Outcome or end of any Transition Period the 
EU GDPR and Retained UK DP Law will establish separate regimes under each of 
which fines (up to the greater of €20m or 4% of annual worldwide turnover 
(whichever is greater)) may be issued by BOTH the ICO and EEA supervisory 
authorities; theoretically resulting in potential exposures of up to €40m or 8% of 
annual worldwide turnover (whichever is greater) in respect of incidents which 
breach both UK and EU data protection laws. 

While the Group believes in most cases it is unlikely that either EEA or UK 
authorities will issue fines up to the theoretical maximum, it would seem likely 
that where two regulators both investigate and impose fines the total penalty 
imposed (and the costs incurred in engaging with supervisory authorities) is likely 
to be higher. 

Appointment of 
representatives 

The GDPR requires a controller or processor established outside the EEA to 
designate a representative where their activities involve processing personal 
data of data subjects inside the EEA in connection with the provision of goods or 
services, or monitoring. From the earlier of a No Transition Outcome or end of 
any Transition Period, those obligations will apply to UK businesses. 
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From the earlier of a No Transition Outcome or end of any Transition Period, 
equivalent obligations will be imposed by Retained UK DP Law on controllers and 
processors established outside the UK (including those in the EEA) to designate a 
representative where their activities involve processing personal data of data 
subjects inside the UK in connection with the provision of goods or services, or 
monitoring. See also Focus Point 4. 

Regulatory 
divergence 
between the EU 
and UK data 
protection regimes 

The Group believes that divergence is generally likely to be a long-term risk and 
it is unlikely that in the medium term the UK and EU’s interpretation of key 
aspects of the law will diverge, especially given the UK is likely to continue to 
want to show convergence in order to gain an adequacy decision.  

Any divergences are likely to be minor and best addressed by compliance with 
the interpretation which gives greatest protection to data subjects (an approach 
which is likely to be best practice in any event). Nevertheless, the risk of a sharp 
divergence on certain aspects of data protection law cannot be wholly excluded. 

For example:  

• over time the ICO and/or UK courts may take divergent approaches to 
that taken by EU supervisory authorities and/or courts 

• the EU and UK may form different views of which non-UK/EEA countries 
should be granted ‘adequacy’ 

Inability to rely on 
UK laws in the 
context of GDPR 
compliance 

The GDPR contains a number of provisions which reference EU law or the laws of 
EU Member States (see for example Article 6 and Article 23). Following Exit Day, 
without a Transition Period UK laws will no longer fit into either category. As such 
there is the theoretical risk of businesses subject to the EU’s GDPR regime facing 
obligations under the EU’s GDPR regime which cannot be met by compliance with 
exemptions or other provisions of UK law in the same way as they could have 
been prior to Exit Day (and an equivalent risk for businesses subject to Retained 
UK DP Laws).  

The risk in any particular scenario needs to be considered based on the specific 
facts. 

Requirements of 
Article 28 

The GDPR requires that the arrangements which must be put in place with 
processors to meet the requirements of Article 28(3) must be ‘governed by a 
contract or other legal act under Union or Member State law’. That may be 
interpreted as requiring that the relevant contract is subject to the law of an EEA 
state.  

Such a position would be somewhat consistent with that in the 2010 Controller 
to Processor SCCs (which must be entered into under the law of the country in 
which the EEA data exporter is established).  
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If that interpretation is correct, it would mean that any EEA controller entering 
into (or continuing with) Article 28 compliant provisions with a UK processor on 
the basis of an English law contract may need to ensure that such an arrangement 
is varied to be governed by the law of an EEA state.  

Since Article 28(4) likewise requires that ‘the same data protection obligations as 
set out in the contract or other legal act between the controller and the processor 
as referred to in paragraph 3’ must be imposed on sub-processors ‘by way of a 
contract or other legal act under Union or Member State law’ it would follow that 
arrangements between processors and sub-processors may also need to be 
altered to be governed by the law of an EEA state.  

The key issue is whether the phrase ‘Union or Member State law’ is read to relate 
to ‘other legal act’ only or also to the word ‘contract’. Equivalent wording in the 
pre-GDPR data protection regime did not include the reference to ‘Union or 
Member State law’.  

An equivalent position and issue may apply under Retained UK DP Law since the 
UK government proposes that references to ‘Union or Member State law’ would 
be amended to ‘domestic law’ in the Retained UK DP Law. 

Generally, controllers will prefer to contract under their own law, but there will 
doubtless be situations (eg where a large organisation acts as processor) where 
controllers may have entered into arrangements on the processor’s standard 
terms or otherwise on the basis of the law of the processor’s jurisdiction. 

The Group notes that the EU’s and UK’s notices to stakeholders setting out the 
implications of Brexit for data protection have not referred to this issue, which 
may suggest the Commission and UK government do not share this 
interpretation. There would be good practical reasons for EEA and UK authorities 
not to seek to interpret the GDPR in this way given the burden it would place on 
both EEA and UK businesses. However, UK processors should be aware that EEA 
based controllers may be concerned about this issue (and in principle UK based 
controllers might have similar concerns under Retained UK DP Law). 

The supervisory authorities and the Court of Justice have generally taken 
positions designed to provide maximum protection to data subjects and there 
may be a strong theoretical argument that allowing the processing of personal 
data to be governed by non-EEA laws (in practice, since it may make enforcement 
by the controller more challenging) does weaken the protection for the EEA data 
subject. Conversely, it might be argued that since the processing contract 
primarily governs the relationship between the controller and processor and 
doesn’t require directly enforceable third party rights for the data subject (unlike 
SCCs) the governing law is a matter which the controller has discretion to choose 
(subject to ensuring it complies with its general obligations). 
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The Group believes that businesses are unlikely to want to amend their existing 
arrangements in the absence of more definitive guidance on this issue.  

 

For further guidance on other potential impacts of Brexit on compliance with data protection laws 

(including on privacy notices and the potential need to repeat data protection impact assessments), see 

the ICO’s guidance on Data protection and Brexit. 

  

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-and-brexit/
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4. Approach in practice: Reference scenarios 

Part A of this Chapter explains how EEA Transfer Restrictions apply to controllers and processors at 

present, where there are four parties involved in the processing (Scenarios A to E).  

Part B of this Chapter illustrates the impact of different Brexit outcomes on a variety of scenarios 

(Scenarios 1-6). Limitations of space mean that not all possible situations can be analysed in this paper 

and in more complex scenarios in-house counsel and other practitioners will need to leverage their 

experience of dealing with EEA Transfer Restrictions under the current regime, adapting their approach 

as necessary post-Brexit. 

For the purposes of all the scenarios in Parts A and B, this paper assumes that: 

• the extra-territorial reach of the GDPR (or Retained UK DP Law) does not apply 

• appropriate arrangements required for compliance with parts of the GPDR other that the Transfer 

Restrictions in Chapter V of the GDPR are in place, in particular: 

o controller to processor or processor to sub-processor arrangements would, in each case, 

need to be supplemented by minimum provisions as required to comply with Article 28 

of the GDPR (or its equivalent in Retained UK DP Law) and flowed down to the extent that 

those requirements are not addressed in any Current SCCs 

o where the parties are joint controllers they must put in place arrangements in accordance 

with Article 26 of the GDPR (or its equivalent in Retained UK DP Law) 

• the controllers are independent (not joint) controllers unless otherwise stated in the scenario 

• where controller to controller Current SCCs are required the 2004 version will be utilised (this is 

usually used in preference to the 2001 version) 

• each scenario will involve regular, repetitive transfers of personal data 

• the derogations listed in Article 49(1) of the GDPR (and any equivalent provisions in the Retained 

UK DP Law) will not apply 

• no suitable BCRs, codes of conduct or certification schemes exist 
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Part A: Background on the position pre-Exit Day 

The GDPR states (emphasis added): 

‘Any transfer of personal data which are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after 

transfer to a third country or to an international organisation shall take place only if, subject to the other 

provisions of this Regulation, the conditions laid down in this Chapter are complied with by the controller 

and processor, including for onward transfers of personal data from the third country or an international 

organisation to another third country or to another international organisation. All provisions in this 

Chapter shall be applied in order to ensure that the level of protection of natural persons guaranteed by 

this Regulation is not undermined.’ (Article 44) 

‘In the absence of a [adequacy] decision pursuant to Article 45(3), a controller or processor may transfer 

personal data to a third country or an international organisation only if the controller or processor has 

provided appropriate safeguards, and on condition that enforceable data subject rights and effective 

legal remedies for data subjects are available.’ (Article 46) 

Controllers are generally responsible for their processor’s compliance with the GDPR.  

It follows that responsibility for complying with EEA Transfer Restrictions apply to:  

• a controller or processor which transfers personal data to a third country, and 

• the controller of any processor which transfers personal data to a third country 

For the purposes of illustration, Scenarios A to E assume the data flows in one direction (return transfers 

are not considered). 

Key for Part A: 
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Scenario A: EEA controller, EEA processor, third country sub-processor, third 

country sub-sub-processor 

In order to ensure its compliance, the French controller and German processor would each need to ensure 

that Transfer Mechanisms were in place. As there are no processor to processor Current SCCs, compliance 

with EEA Transfer Restrictions may be achieved in one of two ways: 

• Option 1: The French controller enters into: 

 

o Controller to Processor SCCs (as data exporter) directly with the Philippines sub-processor 

(as data importer), AND  

o Controller to Processor SCCs (as data exporter) directly with the Australian sub-sub-

processor (as data importer) 

(Alternatively, in accordance with Clause 11 of the Controller to Processor SCCs, the French 

controller (as data exporter) could enter into the Controller to Processor SCCs directly with 

the Philippines sub-processor (as data importer) and rely on the Philippines sub-processor to 

enter into a separate agreement to flow down the provisions of the Controller to Processor 

SCCs to the Australian sub-sub-processor. The Philippines sub-processor would then be 

contractually obliged to provide a copy of that agreement to the French controller. However, 

this approach is significantly more cumbersome than simply having both sub-processors sign 

up to the Controller to Processor SCCs.) 

Option 1, whilst administratively burdensome for the French controller, is likely to be the most 

reliable, as it ensures that the French controller has implemented a valid Transfer Mechanism 

with respect to each of the processors in the chain of transfers. 
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• Option 2: The French controller enters into a single agreement as follows: 

 

o the French controller enters into an agreement with the German processor, under which 

the French controller grants the German processor a power of attorney for the limited 

purpose of enabling the German processor to execute Controller to Processor SCCs on 

behalf of, and in the name of, the French controller (as data exporter), with each of the 

Philippines sub-processor and Australian sub-sub-processor (each as a data importer), 

and contractually obliges the German processor to execute such Controller to Processor 

SCCs on behalf of the French controller before transferring any personal data to the 

Philippines sub-processor. The French controller then directs the German processor to 

transfer the data to the Philippines sub-processor and the Australian sub-sub-processor, 

once the German processor has exercised the power of attorney to enter into the 

appropriate Controller to Processor SCCs with each non-EEA entity on behalf of the 

French controller. 

 

The key advantage of Option 2 is that it reduces the administrative burden on the French 

controller, while still enabling the French controller to implement a valid Transfer Mechanism for 

each transfer. However, the key disadvantage of this Option 2 is that it relies upon the German 

processor to fulfil its contractual obligations. If the German processor fails to fulfil its obligation 

to execute Controller to Processor SCCs on behalf of the French controller, the French controller 

remains, in principle, liable for that failure.  
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Scenario B: EEA controller 1, EEA controller 2, third country processor, third 

country sub-processor 

 

The French controller has no responsibility for compliance with any of the Transfer Restrictions since it 

transferred to another EEA controller. The German controller would need to ensure that Transfer 

Mechanisms were in place. This would usually be achieved by: 

• the German controller entering into the Controller to Processor SCCs (as data exporter) with the 

Philippines processor (as data importer), AND 

• the German controller implementing one of the following two solutions: 

 

o Option 1: The German controller enters into Controller to Processor SCCs (as data 

exporter) with the Australian sub-processor (as data importer), OR 

 

o Option 2: The German controller enters into an agreement with the Philippines processor, 

under which the German controller grants the Philippines processor a power of attorney 

for the limited purpose of enabling the Philippines processor to execute Controller to 

Processor SCCs on behalf of, and in the name of, the German controller (as data exporter), 

with the Australian sub-processor (as data importer). That agreement must also 

contractually oblige the Philippines processor to execute such Controller to Processor 

SCCs on behalf of the German controller (as data exporter) with the Australian sub-

processor (as data importer) before transferring any personal data to the Australian sub-

processor. 

 

The key advantage of this Option 2 is that it reduces the administrative burden on the German 

controller, while still enabling the German controller to implement a valid Transfer Mechanism 

for each transfer. However, the key disadvantage of this Option 2 is that it relies upon the 

Philippines processor to fulfil its contractual obligations. If the Philippines processor fails to fulfil 

its obligation to execute Controller to Processor SCCs on behalf of the German controller, the 

German controller remains, in principle, liable for that failure.  
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Scenario C: EEA controller 1, EEA controller 2, third country controller 1, third 

country controller 2 

The French controller has no responsibility for compliance with any of the Transfer Restrictions since it 

transferred to another EEA controller. The German controller would need to ensure that Transfer 

Mechanisms were in place. This would usually be achieved by: 

• the German controller entering into Controller to Controller SCCs (as data exporter) with the 

Philippines controller (as data importer), AND 

• the Philippines controller, in accordance with the provisions of Clause II(i) of the 2004 Controller 

to Controller SCCs: 

 

o notifying the German controller of the transfer to the Australian controller, and 

 

o ensuring that the Australian controller becomes a signatory to the same SCCs, (the 2004 

Controller to Controller SCCs also refer to ‘another suitable agreement approved by the 

European Commission’ but none currently exist). Alternatively, the data subjects could be 

given the opportunity to object in advance of the disclosure of their data to the Australian 

controller (further to Clause II(i)(iii)– reliance on which is untested under the GDPR and 

with regard to onward transfers of 'sensitive data' see also the consent requirements in 

Clause II(i)(iv)), or their prior consent could be obtained (as required for the purposes of 

the derogation in Article 49(1)(a) of the GDPR), but this approach is more cumbersome 

for most businesses and is therefore less commonly used) 
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Scenario D: EEA controller 1, EEA controller 2, third country processor, third 

country controller  
 

 

The French controller has no responsibility for compliance with any of the Transfer Restrictions since it 

transferred to another EEA controller. The German controller would need to ensure that Transfer 

Mechanisms were in place. This would usually be achieved by: 

• the German controller entering into Controller to Processor SCCs (as data exporter) with the 

Philippines processor (as data importer), AND 

• the German controller implementing one of the following two solutions: 

 

o Option 1: The German controller enters into Controller to Controller SCCs (as data 

exporter) with the Australian controller (as data importer), OR 

 

o Option 2: The German controller grants the Philippines processor a power of attorney for 

the limited purpose of enabling the Philippines processor to execute Controller to 

Controller SCCs on behalf of, and in the name of, the German controller (as data exporter), 

with the Australian controller (as data importer). The Philippines processor must be 

contractually obliged to execute such Controller to Controller SCCs on behalf of the 

German controller (as data exporter) and ensure that they are also executed by the 

Australian controller (as data importer) before transferring any personal data to the 

Australian controller 

 

The key advantage of this Option 2 is that it reduces the administrative burden on the German 

controller, while still enabling the German controller to implement a valid Transfer Mechanism 

for each transfer. However, the key disadvantage of this Option 2 is that it relies upon the 

Philippines processor to fulfil its contractual obligations. If the Philippines processor fails to fulfil 

its obligation to execute Controller to Controller SCCs on behalf of the German controller, the 

German controller remains, in principle, liable for that failure.  
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Scenario E: EEA controller 1, EEA controller 2, third country controller, third 

country processor 

 

Baseline scenario shown in the diagram (all controllers are independent controllers) 

Where the controllers are all independent controllers, the French controller has no responsibility for 

compliance with any of the Transfer Restrictions since it transferred the relevant personal data to another 

EEA controller. The German controller would need to ensure that Transfer Mechanisms were in place for 

its transfer to the Philippines controller. 

Where the German and Philippines controllers are independent controllers, this would usually be 
achieved by: 
 

• the German controller entering into the 2004 Controller to Controller SCCs (as data exporter) with 

the Philippines controller (as data importer), AND 

• the German controller relying on the Philippines entity complying with its contractual obligations 
to the German controller under those Controller to Controller SCCs. The Philippine entity’s 
contractual obligations (as data importer) under those SCCs would include certain responsibilities 
regarding use of processors (such as the Australian entity) and taking responsibility for the 
Australian processor’s compliance with certain requirements (see clauses II(b) and II(h) of the 
2004 Controller to Controller SCCs).  

 
In these circumstances the parties to the 2004 Controller to Controller SCCs should select item (iii) from 
Clause II(h) (ie, the parties should agree to be bound by the principles set out in Annex A to those SCCs, 
because option (i) would be highly problematic, and option (ii) does not apply to transfers to the 
Philippines or Australia). 
 
If the controllers were ‘joint controllers’ in relation to the processing activity of the Australian entity  

However, if the German and Philippines controllers were ‘joint controllers’ in relation to the processing 

activity of the Australian entity, then the German entity and the Philippines entity are likely to each be 

regarded as controllers with respect to the processing activities of the Australian processor (eg, on the 

assumption that both the German and Philippines controllers would have a role in jointly determining the 

purpose and means of processing performed by the Australian processor, which includes the transfer to 

Australia and the processing instructions issued to the Australian processor). 
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In that situation the German controller should expect to take further action and it would be good practice 

for the following steps to be taken:  

• the German controller entering into Controller to Controller SCCs (as data exporter) with the 

Philippines controller (as data importer), adopting the same approach set out above in this 

Scenario E (ie, selecting option (iii) in Clause II(h) of the SCCs, and relying on the Philippines 

controller to take responsibility for the processing activities of the Australian processor), AND 

• the German controller implementing one of the following two solutions: 

 

o Option 1: The German controller enters into Controller to Processor SCCs (as data 

exporter) with the Australian processor (as data importer), OR 

 

o Option 2: The German controller enters into an agreement with the Philippines controller, 

under which the German controller grants the Philippines controller a power of attorney 

for the limited purpose of enabling the Philippines controller to execute Controller to 

Processor SCCs on behalf of, and in the name of, the German controller (as data exporter), 

with the Australian processor (as data importer). That agreement must also contractually 

oblige the Philippines controller to execute such Controller to Processor SCCs on behalf 

of the German controller (as data exporter) with the Australian processor (as data 

importer) before transferring any personal data to the Australian processor. 

 

The key advantage of Option 2 is that it reduces the administrative burden on the German 

controller, while still enabling the German controller to implement a valid Transfer Mechanism 

for each transfer. However, the key disadvantage of Option 2 is that it relies upon the Philippines 

controller to fulfil its contractual obligations. If the Philippines controller fails to fulfil its obligation 

to execute Controller to Processor SCCs on behalf of the German controller, the German controller 

remains, in principle, liable for that failure. 

 

If the French controller were also a joint controller in relation to the processing activity of the Australian 

entity (ie, along with the German and Philippines controllers) then it would be good practice for the French 

controller to also put in place SCCs with the Philippines and Australian entities (in the same way as the 

German controller and for the same reasons). 
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Part B: Reference scenarios involving the UK post-Exit Day 

Key to Part B: 

 

Please note:  

• Each of the scenarios in this Part B assumes that controllers will choose to contract directly with 

third parties (rather than relying on an intermediary entering into an agreement on their behalf 

using a power of attorney); see Options 1 and 2 of Scenarios B, D and E in Part A above for 

guidance on the disadvantages of that approach.  

 

• Treatment of Legacy Non-UK Data (see Focus Point 2) is not considered in these scenarios. In 

practice, when dealing with Legacy Non-UK Data, businesses will often find it easiest to look to 

comply with a single set of rules (ie taking the highest standard in the case of conflicting laws). 

• In each of the Scenarios in this Part B the relevant Transfer Restrictions (and approach to be taken) 

pre-Exit Day are identical to a ‘Withdrawal Agreement Outcome (during Transition Period)’. As 

such the situation before Exit Day is not shown separately. 
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Scenario 1: EEA controller, UK processor 
This scenario assumes an EEA controller sends personal data for processing to a UK data services provider. 

Withdrawal Agreement Outcome (during Transition Period) 

 

No Transition Outcome 

 

Long-Term Adequacy Outcome 

  

No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome 

This scenario would be the same as the ‘No Transition Outcome’ (assuming the UK grants the EEA an 

adequacy decision) except that by the end of the Transition Period other mechanisms (such as processor 

to controller SCCs or suitable codes of conduct/certification schemes) may have become available. 
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Scenario 2: EEA controller, UK processor, third country sub-processor 

 

This scenario assumes a French company transfers personal data to a processor (eg a provider of 

outsourced business process services), which in turn transfers the personal data to another (sub-) 

processor (eg a sub-contractor) and that the personal data (as processed by the sub-processor) is 

ultimately returned to the French company via the UK processor. 

Withdrawal Agreement Outcome (during Transition Period) 
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No Transition Outcome 

  

 

Long-Term Adequacy Outcome 

 

No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome 

This scenario would be the same as the ‘No Transition Outcome’ (assuming the UK grants the EEA an 

adequacy decision) except that, by the end of the Transition Period, other mechanisms (such as Processor 

to Controller SCCs or suitable codes of conduct/certification schemes) may have become available.  
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Scenario 3: EEA controller, UK processor, third country controller 

 

This scenario assumes a French company transfers personal data to a processor (eg a cloud platform based 

in the UK), which in turn transfers the personal data to another controller (eg another company engaged 

in a joint venture with the French controller). It is assumed the controllers are therefore joint controllers 

due to the joint venture relationship. 

Withdrawal Agreement Outcome (during Transition Period) 
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No Transition Outcome 

 

 

Long-Term Adequacy Outcome 
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No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome 

This scenario would be the same as the ‘No Transition Outcome’ (assuming the UK grants the EEA an 

adequacy decision) except that by the end of the Transition Period other mechanisms (such as Processor 

to Controller SCCs or suitable codes of conduct/certification schemes) may have become available. 
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Scenario 4: EEA controller, UK controller, third country controller 

 

This scenario assumes three independent companies are involved in a corporate joint venture and will 

share personal data between them (and that all data flows via the UK company). It is assumed the 

controllers are therefore joint controllers. 

Withdrawal Agreement Outcome (during Transition Period) 
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No Transition Outcome 
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Long-Term Adequacy Outcome 

 

 

No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome 

This scenario would be the same as the ‘No Transition Outcome’ (assuming the UK grants the EEA an 

adequacy decision) except that, by the end of the Transition Period, other mechanisms (such as new SCCs 

or suitable codes of conduct/certification schemes) may have become available. 
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Scenario 5: A corporate group with establishments in the UK and several states 

inside and outside of Europe that regularly shares personal data among members 

of that group 
 

This scenario consists of an arrangement where a group has establishments around the world and intends 

for personal data (eg customer and employee personal data) to flow frequently and routinely between 

them.  

It assumes that:  

• the group is headquartered in Germany 

• the group’s data flows are for internal management purposes as well as for service provision to 

organisations around the world  

• the group does not have (or want to consider) BCRs 

 

  

 

Transfer of 
personal data
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Withdrawal Agreement Outcome (during Transition Period) 

The diagrams below summarise where EEA Transfer Restrictions apply: 

 

 

 
Note X – Personal data transferred at some 

point from or via Germany/EEA or UK 

 

Note Y – Personal data not transferred at 

some point from or via Germany/EEA or UK 
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Note X – Personal data transferred at some 

point from or via Germany/EEA or UK 

 

Note Z – Personal data sent from any 

establishment (including personal data 

transferred at some point from or via 

Germany/EEA or UK) 
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Under a Withdrawal Agreement Outcome, personal data may be transferred between the EEA and UK 

without restriction in the same way as today. For transfers outside of Germany and UK, a range of different 

Transfer Mechanisms may be used (including in connection with onward transfers of personal data 

transferred from or via the Germany or UK), including: 

Destination of personal data transferred from 
Germany or UK (including onwards transfers) 

Examples of Transfer Mechanism 

China Current SCCs may be used 

New Zealand Adequacy decision 

US Privacy shield: It is assumed that the EU will 
continue with the EU-US Privacy Shield and that 
UK would remain a party to the EU-US Privacy 
Shield during a Transition Period, but the recipient 
entity would need to participate in the Privacy 
Shield programme  
 
Alternatively, Current SCCs may be used.  

 

As a result, different Transfer Mechanisms could theoretically be used for each different kind of transfer, 

but this would be cumbersome to manage and difficult to apply in practice, especially as the data flows 

are frequent and extensive.  

The most pragmatic compliance mechanism would be an intra-group data transfer agreement regulating 

all of the group’s data flows within the group, and flexible enough to meet the changing status.  

Any such intra-group data transfer agreement should be drafted to regulate these kinds of data flows, 

providing governance of the agreement, admitting new members or removing old ones and setting out 

which of the Transfer Mechanisms then apply and incorporating the SCCs and related Annexes with all 

the details of the transfers. An intra-group data transfer agreement (including SCCs) may be agreed 

contractually between parties even where their transfer would benefit from an adequacy decision. 

In this kind of intra-group data transfer arrangement, group entities are often encouraged to enhance 

their compliance position to a single or near single set of standards (allowing for local law requirements), 

so that the whole arrangement is easier to manage for all data transfers around the group (for example 

New Zealand agreeing the SCCs for data transfers to the USA). If this didn’t apply, then data segregation / 

tagging may be needed to ‘tag’ data with its flow / transfer mechanism, so that it is complied with.  
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No Transition Outcome 

In these circumstances the EEA and UK will have separate Transfer Restrictions and personal data may not 

be transferred between the EEA and UK unless appropriate safeguards are in place. The diagrams below 

summarise where EEA Transfer Restrictions and UK Transfer Restrictions may apply. The picture is notably 

more complex than under a Withdrawal Agreement Outcome: 
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Transfers within RoW 

 

Note A – Personal data at some point 

transferred from or via Germany/EEA (but 

not from/via UK) 

 

Note B – Personal data not transferred from 

or via Germany/EEA or the UK at any point 

 

Note C – Personal data at some point 

transferred from/via UK (but not from/via 

Germany) 

 

Note D – Personal data transferred from/via 

UK and Germany/EEA at some point 

Transfers into/ from Europe 

 

Flows into Europe 

 

Note E – Personal data transferred to UK or 

Germany which hasn’t been sent from or via 

the other European country 

 

Note F – Personal data transferred to UK or 

Germany which at some point has been sent 

from or via the other European country 

 

Flows out of Europe 

 

Note G – Personal data transferred from 

Germany which hasn’t been sent from/via the 

UK 

 

Note H – Personal data transferred from UK 

which hasn’t been sent from/via Germany  

 

Note I - Personal data transferred from UK or 

Germany which has been sent from/ via the 

other European country 
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A range of different Transfer Mechanisms may be used (including in connection with onward transfers of 

personal data transferred from or via the Germany or UK), including: 

Destination of personal data transferred from 
Germany (including onwards transfers) 

Examples of Transfer Mechanism 

China Current SCCs may be used 

New Zealand Adequacy decision 

US Privacy shield: The US recipient entity would need 
to participate in the Privacy Shield programme  
 
Alternatively, Current SCCs may be used 

UK Current SCCs may be used 

 

Destination of personal data transferred from UK 
(including onwards transfers) 

Examples of Transfer Mechanism 

China Current SCCs may be used 

New Zealand Adequacy decision: the UK Government has said it 
will preserve the effect of the adequacy decision 
on New Zealand 

US Privacy shield: The UK aims to continue with a 
replacement to the EU-US Privacy Shield but the 
recipient entity would need to participate in the 
Privacy Shield programme 
 
 Alternatively, Current SCCs may be used 

Germany Adequacy decision: The UK will grant the EEA 
adequacy in the event of a No Transition Outcome 
(at least in the short term) 

 

In these circumstances the group is likely to find an intra-group data transfer arrangement (as discussed 

in further detail above) especially beneficial and there is likely to be additional advantage to seeking to 

establish a single or near single set of standards to avoid the need to ‘tag’ data flows. 

Long-Term Adequacy Outcome 

This outcome would be similar to a No Transition Outcome (including in terms of available Transfer 

Mechanisms) except that the EEA and UK would have each granted the other adequacy, which may reduce 

the need to put in place Transfer Mechanisms (in particular where personal data transferred from or via 

Germany is to be transferred to the UK).  

Nevertheless, this scenario would still potentially be more complex for the group than the situation during 

a Transition Period (see above) since there would be a separate Retained UK DP Law regime, which may 

impose different Transfer Restrictions than under the EEA regime. Mutual adequacy will be reviewed (at 

least every four years). 

As such there is likely to be benefit to an intra-group data transfer arrangement and to consider seeking 

to establish a single or near single set of standards to avoid the need to ‘tag’ data flows. 
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No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome 

This scenario would be the same as the ‘No Transition Outcome’ (assuming the UK grants the EEA an 

adequacy decision at least in the short term) except that by the end of the Transition Period other 

mechanisms (such as new SCCs or suitable codes of conduct/certification schemes) may have become 

available. 

However, it is unlikely that any of those options will represent a more efficient approach than an intra-

group data transfer arrangement with a single or near single set of standards to avoid the need to ‘tag’ 

data flows. 
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Focus Point 5: Transfers from a processor  

Processors transferring personal data are subject to Transfer Restrictions 

Article 44 of the GDPR states: 

‘Any transfer of personal data which are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after 
transfer to a third country ... shall take place only if, subject to the other provisions of this Regulation, 
the conditions laid down in this Chapter are complied with by the controller and processor, including 
for onward transfers of personal data from the third country’ 

Article 44 of a UK GDPR under Retained UK DP Law will state the same but amend the definition of 
‘third country’ to mean a country or territory outside the United Kingdom (rather that a country or 
territory outside the EEA under the GDPR). 

It follows that: 

• responsibility for complying with EEA Transfer Restrictions applies (among others) to any 
processor transferring personal data outside of the EEA, and  

• responsibility for complying with UK Transfer Restrictions will apply (among others) to any 
processor transferring personal data outside of the UK 

Approach in practice and in the absence of processor led SCCs 

There are no Current SCCs designed for processors to contract with other processors or with controllers 
(eg for return transfers). Adapting the Current SCCs designed for controller to processor (or controller 
to controller) transfers for that purpose would not comply with applicable Transfer Restrictions. 

Although Transfer Restrictions technically bite on processors, where an EEA controller has passed 
personal data to an EEA processor which then transfers the personal data outside the EEA to a sub-
processor, EEA processors most commonly rely on the 2010 Controller to Processor SCCs put in place 
between the EEA controller and non-EEA sub-processor for their own compliance with the Transfer 
Restrictions (see for example Scenario A of Part A of this Chapter). 
 
Impact of Brexit 

In a No Transition Outcome or following the end of any Transition Period, there is currently limited 
guidance on what further arrangements from a processor’s perspective (ie in addition to any Current 
SCCs in place between the controller and the entity in another country (see, for example, Scenarios 2 
and 3 of this Part B)) would be required if personal data is transferred: 

• from an EEA controller to a UK processor and by the UK processor to another country, or 

• from a UK controller to an EEA processor and by the EEA processor to another country 

given the restrictions which would apply under EEA and Retained UK DP Law regimes. 
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It might be argued that an arrangement in which the controller had in place Current SCCs with the entity 
in another country (as is currently common) would be consistent with practice before Brexit, that the 
data transfers would not have fundamentally changed and therefore the transfer should be lawful 
under both UK and EEA laws without requiring additional safeguards. At least for now, it seems that 
both the EEA and UK will each regard the Current SCCs as valid Transfer Mechanisms and therefore it 
may be possible to argue that there are still ‘appropriate safeguards’ in place as required by the data 
protection law in the processor’s jurisdiction (ie Article 46 of the GDPR or its equivalent under UK law). 
From a policy perspective it is also unlikely to be in the EEA or UK regulator’s interests to interpret the 
law otherwise, since that would serve as a major disincentive to overseas companies using processors 
in the regulator’s jurisdiction. This issue may become more relevant if the UK and EEA’s data protection 
laws begin to diverge materially (eg if they no longer recognise a common set of SCCs) – see for example 
the comments on divergent SCCs in Focus Point 4. 

It is hoped that regulators in the EEA and UK will both provide further guidance on this issue. 

Risk of enforcement against processors 

While the UK is in the EEA, processors and controllers in the UK and elsewhere in the EEA are currently 
subject to the same Restricted Transfer regime. Consequently, in the event of an illegal Restricted 
Transfer by a processor the relevant regulators could take enforcement action against the controller 
(usually the most obvious target).  

Once Retained UK DP Law establishes a separate UK regime, it may (depending on whether extra-
territorial reach applies) be the case that the regulator in the processor’s jurisdiction can only take 
action against the processor, which therefore might be more likely to be held liable for the illegal 
transfer (including where the transfer was illegal because the controller had not put in place Current 
SCCs).  

This risk is likely to be mitigated in most cases by the fact that the processor’s local regulator is most 
likely to be interested in taking enforcement action where the personal data relates to data subjects 
who are in its jurisdiction. In those cases, the processor’s regulator may also (in theory) have jurisdiction 
over the controller outside its jurisdiction under the extra-territorial reach provisions of its own data 
protection law. 
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Scenario 6: EEA controller, UK controller, third country processor 

 

This scenario assumes the French and UK organisations are companies engaged in a joint venture. 

Personal data is sent by the French entity to the UK entity and the UK entity outsources certain processing 

of the data to a company in the Philippines on behalf of both the UK and the French entities. Since the 

arrangement involves a joint venture between the controllers, it is assumed the controllers are therefore 

joint controllers. 

Withdrawal Agreement Outcome (during Transition Period) 
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No Transition Outcome 

 

Long Term Adequacy Outcome 
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No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome 

This scenario would be the same as the ‘No Transition Outcome’ (assuming the UK continues to permit 

transfers to the EEA, and the European Commission does not grant the EU and adequacy decision) except 

that by the end of the Transition Period other mechanisms (such as new SCCs or suitable codes of 

conduct/certification schemes) may have become available. 
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Annex: Scope of this paper 

Matters covered in this paper  

This paper focuses on the implications of Brexit for private sector commercial organisations as they relate 

to the restrictions on cross-border transfers of personal data set out in the Transfer Restrictions of the 

GDPR and equivalent provisions of Retained UK DP Law.  

It provides general guidance from the perspective of businesses established in the UK on:  

• implications of a No Transition Outcome or No Long-Term Arrangement Outcome for 

international data transfers where personal data flows between the UK and EEA (ie the 

circumstances shown with the  symbol in Diagram 1 of Chapter 1) 

• practical steps for those entering into international personal data transfer arrangements where 

personal data flows between the UK and EEA, with worked examples of reference scenarios 

The law in this paper is stated as of 15 January 2019.  

At the time of publishing there is considerable uncertainty as to how Brexit will unfold in practice, and in 

many areas, a lack of definitive legislation, guidance or precedent to confirm how relevant laws may apply.  

Please note the Disclaimer towards the front of this paper. This paper reflects the Group’s view of certain 

key options organisations may wish to consider in relation to international data transfers impacted by 

Brexit. It should not be regarded as legal advice and cannot offer a definitive view, particularly due to the 

rapid rate of change in this area. Appropriate specific legal advice should be sought on the specifics of any 

particular arrangement or matter.  

This paper does not address those matters set out below. 

Matters not covered in this paper  

Readers should note that, among other things, this paper does not consider: 

• non-UK laws, including specific data protection or privacy laws in any EEA or non-EEA states 

outside the UK which may impose additional requirements under local laws, or other matters 

from the perspective of businesses established outside the UK 

• transfers to international organisations (as defined in the GDPR) or involving the public sector 

• data protection laws other than the Transfer Restrictions under the GDPR (or equivalent Retained 

UK DP Law) as relevant to arrangements between private sector entities. In particular, this paper 

does not focus on:  

o Directive (EU) 2016/680 (the Data Protection Law Enforcement Processing Directive) 

o ePrivacy Directive or the proposed ePrivacy Regulation 

o processing of personal data for law enforcement or by the intelligence services or the 

‘applied GDPR regime’ under the UK’s DPA 2018 

o any other EU data protection laws (or any implementing national laws based on those)  

• personal data processing outside the UK (eg in Gibraltar, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or 

Sovereign Base Areas) 
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• the steps organisations must take for general compliance with EU/EEA or UK data protection laws 

or compliance with any part of the GDPR other than Chapter V (and its equivalent under Retained 

UK DP Laws) (for example, this paper does not consider impacts on record keeping, data 

protection impact assessments or compliance with any of the core principles or privacy policies 

or notices) 

• those areas of uncertainty that exist under the current GDPR regime as it applies at the date of 

this paper (including, for example, the scope of the GDPR’s extra-territorial reach and under 

equivalent provisions in UK laws post-Brexit) 

• the ability of supervisory authorities or data subjects to enforce data protection laws and/or 

enforcement of contractual provisions post-Brexit (including in non-EEA jurisdictions) 
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